[Construction and Expression of Retroviral Vector Encoding Enhanced Green Fluorescent Protein]
Retroviral vectors are wildly used as vehicles for gene transfer into hematopoietic cells based on its potency for efficient gene delivery and integration of transgene in host genome. The development of better transduction protocols depends on gene markers that allow a rapid detection and effective selection of genetically transduced cells. In this study, the enhanced green fluorescent protein (EGFP), a gene that is optimized for detection and expression in mammalian cells, was firstly amplified and cloned by high-fidelity PCR. The vector LGSN carrying EGFP gene was then constructed and the retroviral producer cell lines that yield high titers of LGSN vector in supernatants were developed by liposome-mediated transfection in combination with cross infection. Both GP + envAm12 murine fibroblasts and K562 leukemic cells transduced with EGFP virus demonstrated a stable green fluorescence signal readily detectable by flow cytometry or fluorescence microscopy in up to 97% and 86% of examined cells, respectively. The integration of LGSN provirus in transduced cells was confirmed by PCR analysis. These results indicate EGFP is a suitable reporter molecule for gene transfer and expression in hematopoietic cells. Therefore, the bright and long-term expression of EGFP in living cells will advance the study of gene therapy in vitro and in vivo, particularly for human applications.